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To Our Loyal Patients and the Community:

On Tuesday, May 19th, 2020, a patient contacted the WeedCe�s phone line saying that she had been

trying to reach us to get a copy of her medical records.

Upon fu�her review, we found that this patient had never actually been seen by one of our doctors, yet

she had a ce�i cation, with our information on it, with a physician we have NEVER used.

As shocking as it was, we assumed it was a very serious situation, so we decided to contact the Missouri

Depa�ment of Health and Senior Services. Due to COVID-19, the call center was temporarily closed, so

we wrote a very lengthy email explaining the situation, and our concern.

On Thursday, May 21st, Erica Ziegler, the head of Patient Services for DHSS contacted us and advised us

not to make this public, which went against every instinct we have as an honest and transparent

company.

The idea was to catch the person/group/doctor who was behind this and try and ush them out by

changing all our contact information on our forms, hoping that the imposter would be using our old

forms and we could just trace back from there.

In the meantime, DHSS was given all of our doctors cellphone numbers, so that they could verify each

new ce�i cation individually. An inconvenience, for sure, but totally understandable with the current

circumstances.

The following Monday, May 25th, Erica called again to notify us that that DHSS wasn’t sure how many of

our patients were affected, but that it was very realistic that a good amount of our ce�i cations were

going to have to be VOIDED because they couldn’t tell which ce�i cations were fraudulent and which

ce�i cations were authentic.

Once again, we stated that we were going to notify ALL of our patients and was TOLD by Erica NOT to

do that until we had fu�her information.

Our main concern was getting everyone xed, whatever that looked like. We asked how could get a

jumpsta� and Erica’s reply was: Well, hopefully your business model can survive this..  (Yeah, Fuck you

too.)

When the story was released this past Friday (June 19th), we were surprised, but not stunned like the

rest of the community. We have been a pa� of this investigation since the rst day obviously.

For us, the story couldn’t have broke at a worse time: a few hours after we announced our closure. This

investigation has nothing to do with WeedCe�s closing. The truth of the matter is the three owners of

WeedCe�s were presented with individual oppo�unities for different paths in Missouri cannabis. Just

really, really shitty timing.

First and foremost, we would like to apologize and take accountability to many groups:

1st, to our patients affected by this. We will do whatever it takes to make this right, even if we don’t sleep

for the next 30 days.

2nd, to our Doctors. We apologize for not protecting your information as well as we did our patients.

3rd, to the Missouri cannabis community and industry, for many reasons:

-WeedCe�s was not a company built on love, it was built out of spite and ego (Lou’s) and because of

that we devalued the ce�i cation process, something that should have been kept more sacred and

professional. For that, we apologize.

-For hosting too many events, statewide, which provided more places and more chaos for this to

happen.

-For showing too many people/groups the process we use and sharing our Doctors with them. This may

sound nice, but our intentions were to disrupt our competition by creating more of it. For that, we

apologize.

Unfo�unately at this time, we have just about as much information as you guys do in regards to this

situation.
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We want make it very clear: until every single/last patient has been taken care of, whether it was our

fault or not, we are not closing.

Under the current circumstances, we don’t feel comfo�able taking new appointments or even using or

doctors to fix them.

We will open our scheduler again soon to take free appointments handled by another clinic. 

Needless to say, WeedCe�s is not going to survive this, but anyone involved with the company will

because not one single employee, manager or owner, past or present, ever did anything malicious,

fraudulent, or with ill intent, that we are 100% sure of.

These next few days are going to be chaotic, so I invite any patients affected (or those that just like to

complain) to call or text my cell phone anytime: 314-437-7300. It’s going to be busy, so leave a message

or drop a text and we will get EVERYONE taken care of. That’s a promise.

Please check your email (from DHSS) within the next few days/weeks to see if you were affected, and if

so, pose contact us immediately.

Lou Moynihan

Head of Marketing

WeedCe�s

info@weedce�s.com

314-437-7300 (cell)

Note: We feel accountability goes both ways. It would be nice to see some from Randall, Lyndall, Erica

and all the other folks at DHSS for preventing us from taking care of this from day one, but we won’t

hold our breath.

CERTIFICATION FIXES
TEMPORARILY CLOSED 

WILL RE-OPEN SOON

How to Get your Certification Fixed?

Our scheduler will re-open soon to take care of anyone still seeking a new

ce�ification form.

Please don't hesitate to reach out to the Missouri Cannabis Community who has

stepped up and offering to help. Please save your DHSS email.

Other clinics are helping patients as well.
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